Thinking about studying Economics?
These students did…
“Studying Economics has enabled me to gain an inside knowledge about the
global world market and dynamic economy.”
“Studying Economics has enabled me to again an insight into the economy as
a whole and how globalisation has impacted on all countries, especially Kenya
because if this county became more global, their poverty would be eradicated
completely.”
“Economics is current; it is about real world issues that matter.”
“Studying Economics explores the world around us and allows interaction
between economies of different levels; enabling students to feel like they are
contributing to society.”
“Interesting, refreshing and eye-opening.”
“Studying Economics has helped me to understand the economic climate of the
world and has changed my view on issues such as poverty, finance and
unemployment.”
“It’s brilliant! This course has provided me with background knowledge of
different global issues within the healthcare industry which was helpful for
someone studying two sciences and is useful for discussion at interview.”
“Economics is such a useful tool for the future as anything you end up doing in
life revolves around economics anyway. This course allows you to be a step
ahead at all times”.
“For those of you unsure what career you want to go into, Economics is perfect
for you.”

“Economics is a very worthwhile course as it keeps you up to date with what’s
going on in the world and widens your knowledge.”
“To change the world you need to understand it, to understand it you need to
know Economics.”
“This course sets you up for later life with a sound knowledge of how the world
works”.
“If you want a real insight into the way the world we live in works, Economics
is a great starting point. It gives an overview of the way real-life businesses
operate and the issues facing the world economy. It has given me an all-round
understanding which will be incredibly useful in the future.”
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